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NEW QUESTION: 1
Rocky Johnson, CFA, manages a large capitalization equity
mutual fund. His superiors have requested that he provide them
the appropriate benchmarks to compare future performance
against. Johnson makes the following statements:
Statement 1:We should use an unweighted index because it would
best reflect the large company bias in the portfolio.
Statement 2:Stocks in the portfolio frequently split the number
of shares outstanding. Therefore, in the long run, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average would best reflect these events.
Are Johnson's two statements correct?
A. No. Both statements are incorrect.
B. Statement 1 is correct and Statement 2 is incorrect.

C. Statement 1 is incorrect and Statement 2 is correct.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer wants to change a dialed URI into another format in
Cisco VCS. Which location does the engineer navigate to
accomplish this task?
A. Translation pattern
B. Translation profile
C. Translation rule
D. Transform
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/telepresence/infrastr
ucture/vcs/admin_guide/Cisc o-VCS-Administrator-Guide-X8-11.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a computer named Computer1 that has the following
stored credentials:
A Windows credential for accessing a shared folder on a
workgroup computer
A Windows credential for accessing Remote Desktop
A Windows credential for accessing an HTTP URL
A web credential for accessing an HTTPS URL
A web credential for accessing an HTTP URL
Which two passwords can be viewed in clear text from Credential
Manager on Computer1?
Note: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. the Windows credential for accessing the shared folder
B. the Windows credential for accessing Remote Desktop
C. the Windows credential for accessing the HTTP URL
D. the web credential for accessing the HTTP URL
E. the web credential for accessing the HTTPS URL
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Only web credentials can be displayed. Windows credentials can
never be displayed.

NEW QUESTION: 4

In the dual-link cold backup networking diagram shown in the
figure, API goes online, and APs are allowed to connect to both
ACs. Which AC will API connect to?
A. Either of them
B. AC2
C. None of them
D. AC1
Answer: D
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